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UPRCP also facilitates capacity-building, art
and culture education and art productions in
urban poor communities and with network
individuals, organizations and art and cultural
associations.
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UPRCP’s conception has its roots in the relief and rehabilitation
efforts that followed Typhoon Ondoy (Ketsana) in 2009. Today, it
continues to deliver services to poor
communities such as disaster
preparedness training, feeding
program and alternative learning
system among others.
It continuously facilitates capacitybuilding and socio-economic
projects that will contribute in empowering the urban poor.
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UPRCP conducts researches on key urban poor issues and concerns and presents this information from a critical, scientific and
pro-poor perspective, in
order to raise awareness of
the realities of urban poverty
and to guide public
discussion in this regard.
UPRCP supports urban poor communities in their efforts to foster a
culture that is progressive, nationalist, scientific and pro-genuine
national development.
UPRCP explores different alternative forms and avenues of
education and advocacy. Among these alternative education and
advocacy activities are forums,
symposiums and projects such as
CineMaralita, a touring film festival
about the Philippine urban poor
and “Nanay Mameng, isang dula”
a theater production that highlights
the everyday
struggle of the urban poor and is inspired by
the life and times of the iconic urban poor
leader Carmen Deunida.
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Be a UPRCP Volunteer! Sign up now!
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__ I will help in UPRCP research work
__ I will help in developing educational modules for UPRCP
__ I will give one day a week for UPRCP office works
__ I will join UPRCP activities (for a, film screenings, solidarity
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__ I will donate clothes, books, food, etc to UPRCP
beneficiaries
__ I will give pledges for UPRCP full-time staff
__ I will share my skills in________________
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Please return the filled up form to UPRCP Office at Unit
202 No. 137, Matatag St., Brgy. Central, Quezon City (at
the back of Quezon Cityhall). A short orientation will be
given to the volunteers. See you there!
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uprcp.inc@gmail.com
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(+632) 9317439
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